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WEDA AND SISYA, RSI AND BHUJANGGA
IN PRESENT-DAY BALI

For a quarter of a century we have known that weda in Bali
is something "quite different from veda in India. For this

knowledge we have to thank Dr. Goris,1 for he has explained — and
this was corroborated by Sylvain Lévi 2 — that the brahmin Siwa-
priest in Bali, when stating that he was engrossed in his surya-sewana,
weda-parikrama or ma-weda, in reality was reciting (partly Tantric)
mantra and stawa.3 To these he will add a very restricted number of
lines from the beginning of the Indian veda,* but only on specific days.
The veda themselves have never been found in Bali, though hundreds
of texts, originating from the griya = grëha,5 priest dwellings, which
deal with ritual, theology, philosophy, metaphysics etc, have been made
accessible to the copyists of the Central Library of Palmleaf MSS (now
Gedong Kirtya) at Singaradja.6 The brahmin priest will declare in
good faith that he has knowledge of the weda and that he recites them
daily in his bale pa-weda-an, his worship-pavilion. The fact of the
matter is, that a research worker who has access to the Indian veda,
will come to the conclusion that the Balinese use the word for something
rather different.

1 'Bijdrage tot de Kennis der Oud-Javaansche en Balineesche Theologie',
Ph. D. thesis Leiden, 1926, Appendix 1 pp. 137-150.

2 'Sanskrit Texts from Bali', GOS LXVII, Baroda, 1933.
3 Lévi o.c. Introduction pp. VII-XXXV, well readable and highly instructive,

but not free from serious errors.
4 P. de Kat Angelino, 'Mudras auf Bali, Handhaltungen der Priester', Folk-

wang-Verlag, Hagen i.W. und Darmstadt, 1923, 39. Lévi, o.c. pp. 3-6.
6 Well-known brahmin priests from most of the 10 subdivisions of Bali and

adjacent Lombok (under Balinese rule 1744-1894) were made members of
the governing body of the Kirtya.

0 Lists of the Kirtya's MSS. in 'Mededeelingen van de Kirtya Liefrinck—
van der Tuuk', Singaradja. A gross of titles at least to be found in Lévi,
o.c. pp. XI-XIII; ten times as many in 'A Provisional List of Works tó
be included in the Indonesian Pitaka', being pp. 13-31 in 'Satapitaka' published
by Prof. Dr. Raghu Vira International Academy of Indian Culture,
Nagpur [no date; circa 1953].
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2 3 2 C. HOOYKAAS.

This is a vieux jeu by now, but if I may be allowed to add some
new findings I should like to draw attention to the Weda Sengguhu,1

the incantations of the non-brahma-wangsa exorcist priests and which
consist of stanzas ad 4 X 8 syllables. The name more frequently used
for them is Purwa Bhumi or Purwa Bhumi Ka-mula-n and in fact
they begin with the creation of the gods, catur-pramana, the world,
mankind and the animals. There is, however, not a vedic word or
metre to be found in them. I obtained them during 8 and after9 my
last stay in Bali (October 1958—August 1959).

In addition to the Weda Sëngguhu, Bali has produced a Buddha-
Weda10 — the Sanskrit part of which has been printed in Sylvain
Lévi's 'Sanskrit Texts from Bali'1X — which partly consists of Tantric
mantra and stawa without a tracé of veda language or metre. When
Lévi published this Sanskrit and 'Archipelago-Sanskrit'12 or would-be
Sanskrit part of a ritual, he omitted the concomitant Balinese parts of
the text,13 roughly speaking to be compared with the 'stage-directions'
in italics of a drama in print, and something quite unintelligible resulted
(even to himself). He is, moreover, inaccurate when he writes: 'The
Buddhaveda is the Buddhist counterpart of the Brahmanical Veda; it
contains the full daily worship of the Buddhist priest'.14 It is not
'full' for it is incomplete (cf. supra); it is not 'daily' for it deals with
death-rites, and so cannot be the 'counterpart' of the daily Saiwa
Surya-sewdna. 'Brahmanical Veda' is perhaps misleading in that it
would suggest that the Buddhist priests are non-brahmin, whereas both

7 MS. Kirtya No. 946.
8 Thanks to the kindness of Ida Bagus Gëdé, Griya Sidawa, Gianyar and the

Resi Bhujangga from nearby Bon Byu.
'" Thanks to the kindness of Gusti Ngurah Këtut Sangka, Puri Krambitan

(Tabanan) and his informants from the three sëngguhw-an at Panarukan,
Yèh Malet and Nyit Dah (Tabanan).

10 Cod. Or. L.Ü.B. 4165, cp. Dr. H. H. Juynboll, Suppl. Cat Jav. Mad. Hss.
LUB, Brill, Leiden, Vol. II, 1911, p. 260. I am still at a loss to under-
stand how this important MS., in the 12-line description of which Juynboll
states: 'Death-ceremonies are described at great length' could have been
ovérlooked when K. C. Crucq was preparing his Leiden Ph. D. thesis 'Bijdrage
tot de Kennis van het Balisch Doodenritueel', 1928, Santpoort.

11 pp. 71-84; cp. his Introduction pp. XXIX-XXXI.
12 Terminology coined by Dr. Goris, o.c. p. 30. 12.
13 Buddha-Weda, .MS. presumably a later copy from the same original MS.

as that from which Cod. Or. LUB 4165 was copied about half a century
earlier, contains full directions in Balinese for the priest what to do during
the ritual.

14 O.c. p. XXIX bottom.
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WEDA AND SISYA, RSI AND BHUJANGGA. 2 3 3

Siwa-15 and Buddha-priests 1 6 claim they are brahmins from oversea.

(Their actual somatic type has been investigated by the scholarly

German racialist Prof. Dr. Ernst Rodenwaldt).17 And it is clear from

Lévi's book that the. word 'Veda' must be accepted in the strictly

Balinese sense and not given the orthodox Indian meaning. As far as

the Buddhists are concemed not even a tracé of the first lines of the

veda-sanhita can be detected in their ritual.18

The actual daily worship of the small community — less than

20 persons — of Brahmin-Buddhist priests in Bali and the adjacent

15 K. 891, 1025, 1177, 2242 Babad Brahmana Kamënuh; K. 1109 Babad Brahmana
Siwa.

16 K 1103 Babad Brahmana Buddha; according to Ida Bagus Njoman Djelan-
tik, padanda gëdé(purohita) to the raj-pramukh of Karang Asem, East
Bali, the exterior events of the Buddhist brahmins have been laid down in
the Babad Astapaka (=Sthapaka). This composition is not to be found in
Leiden, nor in Singaradja; I failed to procure it.

17 'Die nichtgemeinsamen Rasse-elemente der Balischen Kasten (mit 62 Bildern)',
Archiv für Rassen und Gesellschaftsbiologie, Band 32, Heft 2, 1938, pp.
112-142, München. — Prof. Dr. J. P. Kleiweg de Zwaan, 'Anthropologische
Untersuchungen auf Bali und Lombok', Mededeelingen der Afdeeling Volken-
kunde van het Koloniaal Instituut, Extra Serie No. 4, Leiden Brill, 1942.

18 Purwaka Weda Buddha contains i.a.
a. Sang Hyang Weda Mantra, better known by its initial words Datah arya,

consisting of 4 anustubhs, followed by the words: Iti W. M., pangaksama
ring para bhatara; yadyan kurang lëwih wënang, tan lëtuh phalanya,
mangkana.caritanya — Such is the W. M., a prayer for forgiveness to the
gods; a syllable/stanza (?) more or less does not matter, the good effect
is not impeded, according to tradition.

b. Astutyajur Weda, Buddha-stuti, consisting of 7 anusfubhs in Archipelago
Sanskrit, followed by: maka-pangastawa ring toya wënang, sa-bhara (or:
sa-barang?) saktinira, yan ring sarira, ya kamoksan ngaranya, Parama
Jina, rahasya tëmën, ling sang bhujangga, ya sapta n dadi, pada lawan
S. H. Ksama-Weda; sing pujanënira wënang — which words might mean:
Such is the Yajur Weda; it can be used in worshipping the holy water
[just prepared], but it is powerful under all circumstances ( ? ) : for
one self and his liberation, also called Parama Buddha. [This. stuti]
is really secret, according to the [Buddhist] priests and consists of
seven slokas, of equal strength as the Ksama Weda; it may be used
for the worship of every godhead. With Ksama Weda is meant S. H.
Sarva-ksama, 3 anustubhs in real Sanskrit, beginning with: yat krtam
dus-krtan kificit.

c. Astuti S. H. Rg Weda, beginning with Giri-pati dewa dewa, consisting
of 5 anus^ubh in Archipelago Sanskrit, in honour of Eka-Purusa, Ardhana-
rêsvari, Catur-Lokapala, Panca-Kosika, Sad-Ganapati, Sapta-Rësi, Asta-
Ganga, Nava-Devata; followed by the words: Iti S. H. Rg Weda,
sing pujanënira wënang, maka-bhara dahat, utama nika, apan papupulan
ing dewata — Such is the Rëg Weda; to be used for the worship of
all deities; of great effectiveness, because all godheads are assembled
in it.
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2 3 4 C. HOOYKAAS.

island of Lombok, consists of the Purwaka Weda Buddha. There is
no copy of this in the Leiden collections nor in those of the Gëdong
Kirtya at Singaradja, but the purohita of the raj-pramukh of Kara-
ngasem, Bali's most easterly province, who resides in Bodha Kling,
the purely Buddhist hill-settlement, was kind enough to copy out for
me the larger part of it from his father's mouse-eaten paper MS; the
last part I copied out myself. Though the word weda occurs in the
name of this ritual, the only thing it has in common with the Indian
veda is that both are intended for the worship of the gods — even
though here the gods are the Lord Buddha, the Pafica Tathagata.

This long introduation is only a confirmation of a very simple
conclusion: in present-day Bali there are considerable changes seman-
tically in words that have come from Sanskrit. This is not surprising
in view of the geographical distance between Bali and India and the
complete absence of contact between the two couotries which endured
for several centuries. It would be beyond the scope of this paper to
try to tracé historically the changes in meaning for the four words
of my title. The editing of texts, an indispensable preparatory stage,
has scarcely begun and even then relatively little progress has been
made. But at least it is possible to give a new meaning to words
hitherto imperfectly understood. They denote persons that are encoun-
tered daily. I hope that such explanations as I shall give may contribute
to an elucidation of the meaning of these words as it has developed
during the centuries.

We will begin by Sisya. Bali has an area óf 5621 KM2 19 and
according to the estimate of the election census, 1954, it has 1,517,109
inhabitants.20 The whole million-and-a-half of them are sisyal Eager
though the Balinese are to learn, this vast amount of 'pupils/scholars/
disciples' — the meaning given in Monier-Williams' Sanskrit-English
Dictionary — suggests that one should seek another meaning for sisya.
Professor Dr. J: Gonda, working from his study in Utrecht, deals with
the word four times in his excellent book 'Sanskrit in Indonesia' 2 1

and translates it as 'pupil, especially of a priest'. Even Dr. H. N.

19 'Monografi Pulau Bali, disusun oleh (compiled by) I. Gusti Gdé Raka,
Inspektur Ko-operasi Propinsi Nusa Tènggara, diterbitkan oleh (published
on behalf of) Bagian Publikasi Pusat Djawatan Pertanian Rakjat' (Min.
of Agriculture), Djakarta, 19SS, p. 1. This makes 2,162 square miles.

3 0 Monografi p. 10.
21 Sarasvati Vihara Series No. 28, International Academy of Indian Culture,

Nagpur 1952 [now New Delhi].
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WEDA AND SISYA, RSI AND BHUJANGGA. 235

van der Tuuk, who lived in Bali and who wrcxte his four volume
dictionary 22 near Singaradja in the last quarter of the XIXth century,
gives it the strict Sanskrit meaning.

For many generations the Balinese have been in the habit of going
to the same griya to ask for holy water and, throughout those genera-
tions every Balinese who has done so is that griya's sisya. Since (with
the significant exception of a few thousand Muslims and a few hundred
Christians) all Balinese fairly frequently ask their surya (Siwa priest
as well as Buddha priest) for holy water — important people even
go to a Siwa- as well as a Buddha griya — and he is also approached
for ceremonies on their behalf, we can say that nearly all -Balinese
are sisya. The translation of the Balinese word sisya must then be
amended to: one desirous of obtaining holy water; one who feels
constantly in a giving-receiving relationship to a griya.

The padanda gëde (= purohita) Buddha of Bodha Kling, who kindly
copied out the Purwaka Weda Buddha for me, I consider as my guru,
and I was the first disciple he had had, but he could not apply the
word sisya to me in the strict Balinese sense. His sisya were the
people who went to his griya to ask for holy water, and who, with
his co-villagers, assisted him when he undertook the cremation of his
grandmother who had officiated as a priestess — a Tantric feature of
Balinese religion frequently to be witnessed — until she was nearly
a hundred years old. Such a cremation in Bali has the character more
of a potlatch than a simple and expeditious Hindu removal of somebody's
mortal remains, even though fire and water are the means used.

Rsi. According to Monier-Williams, in the Indian sub-continent
the rsi belongs to the prehistorie or mythological period, though 'in a
later sense' he is prepared to apply this word to 'a saint or sanctified
saint in general, an anchorite'. Professor Dr. J. S. Speyer in his book
on Indian Theosophy 23 first illustrates the meaning of the word rsi by
telling a/ato&a-story 24 an(j goeS o n to cite as an example Bhaskarananda
(1833—1899),25 a remarkable man whom he considers as deserving
the title rsi. Obviously in India epithets such as rsi and mahatma are
rarely bestowed — they are no easily won ornantia.

2 2 Kawi-Balineesch-Nederlandsch Woordenboek, Landsdrukkerij, Batavia, 4 vols.,
1897-1912.

2 3 'De Indische Theosophie en hare Beteekenis voor ons' (and its importance for
us), van Doesburgh, Leiden, 1910.

3 4 O.c. pp. 223-228.
2 5 O.c. pp. 229-231.
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2 3 6 C. HOOYKAAS.

In Bali, however, there will be a hundred of them,26 and they
neither claim to be 'saints' nor 'sanctified sages', neither do they
pretend to be 'ascetics' nor 'anchorites'. Professor Gonda is perfectly
right in saying27: 'By rsi the modern Balinese understands priests
(or people acting as such), who do not belong to the brahma-vansa'.
This statement, however, runs the risk of being overlooked, firstly
because. it is iri a note, and secondly because it is .rather short and
evidence is not presented to explain it. Though my recent enquiries
in Bali were not as exhaustive as I would have liked — this seems
to be impossible in Bali — they may at least be elucidating to a
certain degree.

We did in fact find three endogamous clans who are not reckoned
to be tri-wangsa, but who are entitled to send their gifted young
members — and do send them if they are willing — to a brahmin
priest in order to undergo the teaching and initiation usually intended
for ulaka, brahmin students.28 These three clans are: Dukuh, Pinatih,
and Sëngguhu.29

The Dukuh is an intriguing figure: van der Tuuk translates the
word as hermit and mentions a dukuh luh, female hermit, and gives
the paraphrase ni kili, which would indicate a nun.30 He produces

26 I do not know their number. The Bureau of Information, Denpasar, is meant
in the first place to acquaint Balinese about Djakarta, and about what
emanates from there. And as far as the Bureaus for Autonomous Religious
Affairs are concerned — one to each of the 7 provinces — to the best of my
knowledge the compilation of statistics is not the main occupation.

27 'Sanskrit in Indonesia', supra, p. 146.
28 O.c. p. 171.
29 I pass in silence the important clan of the pandé, smiths, partly because they

do not become ré si but ëmpu, and partly because they have been dealt with by
Dr. Goris in his paper 'De positie der Pandé Wësi ' in Mededeelingen etc.
Aflevering 1, 1928, Singaradja-Solo, 1929, pp. 41-52. English translation in
'Bali, Studies in Life, Thought and Ritual', van Hoeve, 1960.

30 In Old-Javanese history Kili Suci is the traditional name for the royal female
anchorite from Kahuripan who performed penance in her hermitage on the
slopes of Mt. Pucangan, and who is mentioned in the Calcutta inscription, cf.
Prof. Dr. N. J. Krom in 'Hindoe-Javaansche Geschiedenis' Index s.v. Kili Suci.
Van der Tuuk in his KBNWdbk gives no. s. (for: Sanskrit) after introducing
this vox, nor does Gonda o.c. discuss kili. Students of Old-Javanese know that
the only aksara seldom to be found in Java and Bali is kha. Thus I see no
difficulty in lihking up Old-Javanese kili with Sanskrit khila, which Monier-
Williams translates with 'a piece of waste or uncultivated land situated between
cultivated fields, desèrt, bare soil (Atharva-Veda); khili-krita, mfn. turned
into a desert (Raghuvansa); khili-bhüta, mfn. (anything) that has become
a desert, abandoned, unfrequented; khilya, as, m. a piece of waste or unculti-
vated land situated between cultivated fields (Rig-Veda). '
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WEDA AND SISYA, RSI AND BHUJANGGA. - 2 3 7

madudukwan and adds the paraphrase adjar-adjar which pointe to
teaching and initiatory activities.31 Indeed a one-time informant told
us that he had actually received metaphysical teaching from a dukuh
in Karang Asem, who had given him enlightenment about the mystic
union of fire and water (in the Siwa priest's body during the
surya-sewana).3 2

When V. Korn wrote his well-known book on Customary Law in
Bali 3 3 he did not mention the dukuh, most of whom seem to live in
Karang Asem. Afterwards he worked for years in Karang Asem and
Denpasar as a Resident Magistrate and a judge, but must have been
so absorbed in his official duties and the writing of his monograph on
the village of Tënganan 3 4 that the dukuh of Karangasem escaped his
attention. In the second impression of his Customary Law in Bali 35

he could only state: "About the dukuh next to nothing is known."
Before our recent stay in Bali we had met the dukuh only in folk-

tales; there he is invariably the benevolent hermit, in contra-distinction
to rajas who are depicted as tyrants, and brahmin priests who are
represented as- rapacious creatures.36 Questioning even intellectuals
from Karang Asem about the dukuh only resulted in assurances that
densily populated Bali no langer offered opportunities for a hermit
life. It was some consolation to f ind amongst the predominantly religious
pamphlets in the bookshops/publishing houses — unknown before the
war but now to be found at a rate of one at least in each of the seven
provincial capitals — two poems in modern metres called Dukuh
Suladri and Dukuh Siladri.37 Both of them, though different in plot
and extent, are religious and * didactic, and place their dukuh in a

3 1 One cannot be a student of Javanese history without knowing about Prince
Suwardi Suryaningrat of Djokjakarta, who wished to be a guru to his
compatriots, completed a teachers' course during his banishment in Holland
and, back in Java, became the well known Ki Adjar Dewantara of Djokjakarta.

3 3 Goris, 'Theologie' o.c.; Lévi, 'Sanskrit Texts', o.c.
3 3 Thesis Leiden for the degree of doctor of law, 's-Gravenhage, 1924.
3 4 'De Dorpsrepubliek Tnganan Pagrings'ingan', Uitgave van de Kirtya Liefrinck-

van der Tuuk te Singaradja, Santpoort, 1933. Engl. transl. in 'Bali' o.c.
3 5 'Het Adatrecht van Bali', tweede herziene druk, 's-Gravenhage, 1932.
3 0 Dr. Jacoba Hooykaas—van Leeuwen Boomkamp, 'Sprookjes en Verhalen van

Bali, met 33 illustraties van Balische kunstenaars', van Hoeve, 's-Gravenhage,
1956. Marchen aus Bali, Die Waage, Zürich, 1963.

3T Gaguritan I Dukuh Siladri, oleh Ida Bagus Putu Bek, I-II, Pustaka Balimas,
Denpasar, Bali, 1959 = K. 1157.
Gaguritan Dukuh Suladri, oleh Gora Sirikan, Penerbit Njoman Djelada,
Gianjar, Bali; hitherto 9 pamphlets have appeared.
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2 3 8 C. HOOYKAAS.

hermitage in the forests, thus continuing the tradition of the fplktales.38

Then on the last day of the few weeks we could spend in Karang
Asem, as we took leave of our friend the Buddhist purohita, he told
us that members of the clan of dukuh are entitled by right of birth to
receive full instruotion from a brahmin priest. He gave us the name
of a nearby village where such an ordained dukuh priest lived, a rësi
dukuh he was called. Our servant conducted us to this priest whom
he had no difficulty in finding, since theynot only lived next door to
each other, but the priest was also his brother's father-in-law. He
himself had married a dukuh girl, being a dukuh himself. As a result
of his explanation we are under the impression that marriage inside the
dukuh clan is as much sought after as it is in the official Hindu castes.

We happened to find the rësi dukuh in his worship-pavilion blessing
the marriage of a couple who had taken the trouble to travel all the
way from another province, Buleleng, which is a journey according
to island ideas. Flower in hand he sprinkled holy water over them,
gave them some to wipe their face and strike over their hair, and
some to sip. He did this three times, as do all Balinese priests.

This priest had no knot on his head, had had his long hair cut
short at the neck 39 and (after dressing in 'civilian' garb) wore a loin-
cloth with a brightly colqured floral pattern; his place of worship was
called bah pa-yoga-an, so that we were sure we had to do with a rësi
dukuh Buddha. He told us that there were rësi dukuh Siwa and even
rësi dukuh Siwa-Buddha. He also informed us that there was in
existence a history of the whole clan — many clans in Bali have their
babad,i0 pamancangah,*1 and pyagëm which, though they are a mixture
of fact and fiction, are at the same time very instructive. Unfortunately
this material was not at hand, nor could it be easily procured and,

3 8 The library of palm-leaf MSS, now called Gedong Kirtya, Singaradja, has
ten MSS with dukuh in their t i t le: 184, Tutur Dukuh Ampel Gading; 238,
Babad Dukuh Suladri; 610, Dukuh Sakti; 819, Dukuh Jumpungan; 1157,
Dukuh Siladri; 1202, Dukuh amantu wanara; 1364, Dukuh Suciajna; 1861,
Dukuh Banol; 2127, Dukuh Sakti ; 2355, Dukuh Kërtawarsa; and assuredly
as many in which he plays a prominent role.

3 8 P . de Kat Angelino, o.c. p. 36.
4 0 The Gëdong Kirtya has dozens of them.
4 1 A central work is K. 43, Babad Dalem; with exactly the same contents, but

then in a metrical form, there is (Pamancangah Dalem, or) 'Kidung Paman-
cangah, critisch uitgegeven door C. C. Berg', Uitgaven van de Kirtya etc ,
Santpoort, 1929 (Middle-Javanese); digest in Dutch in C. C. Berg, 'De Middel-
JavaanscKe Historische Traditie' (Ph. D. thesis, Leiden), Santpoort 1927,
Ch. IV on History of the Kingdom of Gelgel; cp. now 'Kidung Pamancangah
kapitëgësin' oleh Gora Sirikan, Balimas, Denpasar, Bali, 1957.
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WEDA AND SISYA, RSI AND BHUJANGGA. 239

notwithstanding promises, we did not get it. There is no copy in the
collection of MSS either at Leiden or Singaradja. For the moment,
therefore, we must be content with the knowledge that there is in
existence a group of non-brahmin, and even non-triwang sa priests who,
after having been ordained by a Siwa- or Buddha padanda, are entitled
to be addressed as and referred to as rësi dukuh, and who are em-
powered to officiate on. behalf of their own clan, and the whole of the
93 % of the non-triwangsa (jaba) population of Bali.

Rësi Pinatih is the second type of non-brahmin priest entitled to
receive brahmanical initiation. The one we know lives in a brick house
some 6 miles by surfaced road from the capital, Denpasar, and a few
miles directly to the North of that historie place the puri (palace) of
Kësiman. When he goes to town on his bicycle "his servant 'drives'
while he sits on the carrier. His village is called Pinatih, and so is
his clan. His village is distinguished from every other Balinese village
known to me by having in its temple two padmasana, lotus-thrones,
some 12 ft. high, unroofed stone seats set on a lotus-shaped cushion.
Previously we had only seen such a throne in the private temple of
the purohita buddha of Bodha Kling, and there it was intended as a
temporary resting place for the Lord Buddha. In the temple in Pinatih
the two padmasana were identical, each on one side of the bale pasa-
muan, the place-of-coming-together of the gods during temple-festivals.
The villagers explained, without any hesitation, that these seats were
for the Lord Buddha and the Lord Iswara (Siwa).

The Rësi Pinatih was very friendly and promised to send us his
drawings of his mudras — a promise he kept. He told us that his clan
were krta-anugraha, privileged. One of its members would be pursuing
the aims of jagaddhitam, the welfare of the world, and he would then
become heriditary village-elder in the desa (village) Sulang. In this
village there was an heirloom, a sword called Brahmana, which had
been preserved to the present day. Another member of the clan, the
one with the best brains, was entitled to receive instruction and
initiation from a brahmin thus permitting him to officiate for those
93 % of the Balinese population who might wish to have his holy
water. This member of the clan was, of course, himself. As proof of
his status he recited a sloka to me; later I refound it in the Pyagëm
Pinatih 4 2 but it is corrupt and unfortunately I cannot reconstruct it

' as I have only one MS at my disposal.

42 K. 818; K. 1134, Babad Pinatih, is extremely short, hence less important.
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2 4 0 C. HOOYKAAS.

In the f irst place, in the pyagëm, descent is claimed f rom a brahmin;
next it repeatedly refers to an Arya Pinatih — in Bali an arya may
belong to the ksatriya caste. Some members of the Pinatih clan claim
to be wesya; nevertheless a very enterprising Pinatih tradesman in
Ubud professed to be only a sudraA3 This inegality is refleoted in the
Pyagëm Pinatih whére the corrupt sloka is closely followed by details
about. the cremation vehicles to which members of the clan are
entitled — details near to the heart of far more of the Balinese than
those 7 % belonging to the tri-wangsa. The Rësi Pinatih, in the pyagëm
called purohita, after his death shares with the brahmin padanda
(ordained priest) the privilege (wara-anugraha) of having a completely
white padmasana with full accessories. The 'worldly ruler' is entitled
to an incineration tower nine storeys high and to all the accessories of
a ksatriya cremation. Another member is entitled to seven storeys,
and so on.

On the slopes of the Gunung Agung, the Great Mountain of Bali,
there is the mountain sanctuary complex of Bësakih. In an elaborate
study devoted to this temple Dr. Goris presents a detailed map of the
dominating countyards in the centre of it,44 and states not only which
gods are worshipped at this temple, but also the places of worship
there of powerful provincial greater families/genealogical groups. As
with many Balinese cultural phenomena', Bësakih is bewildering in its
complexity, and Dr. Goris was perhaps wise in his first publication
on the subject to confine himself to the central and most conspicuous
part of the sanctuary.

A more detailed paper dealing with this sanctuary as a whole has
yet to be written; here I will merely add that the Pinatih are but one
of the numerous genealogical groups of Bali, both the triwangsa and
the non-triwang sa, that has its own place of veneration adjacent to the
central sanctuary and, as is the custom in such cases, the group defrays
the cost of its upkeep. In 1958/59 the Pinatih clan was occupied in
replacing an old building there with a new one.

To the best of my knowledge the Rësi Pinatih is not so very
interesting from a theological point of view, and sociologically he
seems rather insignificant. However, that inexhaustible mine of infor-

4 3 The highly intricate subject of castes in Bali is critically and cautiously dealt
with in Korn 's 'Adatrecht ' , o.c.

4 4 Dr . R. Goris, 'De Poera Bësakih, Bali's Rijksstempel', D J A W A 17/5 & 6 ;
the same as a separate collection of papers : 'Bali, Bijdragen over Bali en
Lombok', Java-Insti tuut , Jogjakarta , 1937.
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mation, van der Tuuk's Dictioriary, mentions a group of priests in the
S.W. leg of Sulawesi (Celebes) whom the Macassarese call pinati, and
the Buginese, pënatiA5 This part of Sulawesi has been Muslim for
three centuries at least but nevertheless this old type of priest has
continued to exert a strong influence. He performs the harvest ritual,46

and is entrusted with the care of the holy plough which is used for
shamanistic agricultural ritual.47 At the courts he is/was entrusted
with the care of the upacara, regalia, and the ceremonies relating to
them.48 Dr." Noorduyn,49 to whom I owe these references, concludes
his letter with the following: 'Pinati seems to me to be the priest of
all pre-Muslim ritual.'

Linguistically speaking, there is no objection to identifying the
Balinese Pinatih with the pinati of Southern Sulawesi; the word does
not occur in the other languages of this region. Historically and
geographically we can point to maritime contact between Southern
Sulawesi and the Lesser Sunda Islands, of which Bali is one.50 The
Macassarese sailed their praus to Singapore,51 and even as far abroad
as the north and north west coast of Australia.52 To try and find
proof that the heathen pre-Muslim pinati-priest of south western
Sulawesi is the same as a (note the asterisk) *pre-Hindu Pinatih-pviest
in Bali, of whom our Rësi Pinatih is a descendant, is an inducement
for future investigation.

From rësi to bhujangga is hardly a transition, for the non-triwangsa
priest, who is customarily called sëngguhu,^ expects to be addressed
as rësi bhujangga. This designation is invariably used in their own

45 KBNWdbk., IV, 1912, s.v. patih, p. 177.
4 0 H . Th. Chabot, 'Verwantschap, Stand en Sexe in Zuid-Celebes', Ph. D. thesis

Djakarta, 1950, Wolters, Groningen, pp. 45-46.
4 7 Dr. C. Nooteboom, 'Aantekeningen over de Cultuur der Boeginezen en

Makassaren', Indonesië I I / 3 , Nov. 1948, pp. 248-249.
4 8 Chabot, o.c. p. 67. •
4 9 Author of 'De Kroniek van Wadjo' (Ph. D. thesis Leiden), 195S; 'De Isla-

misering van Makassar', BKI 112/3, 1956, pp. 247-266.
•60 'Encyclopaedie van Nederlandsen Oost-Indië', Nijhoff, 's-Gravenhage, Vol. I,

1917, pp. 306-308 s.v. Bima.
5 1 G. E. P . Collins, 'Makassar Sailing1, Toronto, Nelson, 1937.
5 2 A. A. Cense, 'Makassaars-Boeginese prauwvaart op Noord-Australië in

vroeger tijd', BKI 108/3, 1952, pp. 248-264.
5 3 This type of priests has1 been dealt with to some extent by de Kat Angelino in

his 'Mudras', by Dr. Goris in a paper 'Secten op Bali' in Mededeelingen etc.
Afl. 3, Singaradja 1931, App. I pp. 37-54, and by Dr. J. L. Swellengrebel,
'Een Vorstenwijding op Bali', Mededeelingen van het Rijksmuseum voor

. Volkenkunde, Leiden, No. 2, 1947.
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writings when reference is made to the priests drawn from among
the members of the sëngguhu clan.54 One is a brahmin by birth; on
ordination a brahmin becomes a padanda, a surya; he is addressed
as padanda, ratu padanda, or padanda gëde, whether of the Siwa or
the Buddha denomination. One is sëngguhu by birth; after ordination
a sëngguhu becomes a rësi bhujangga. This indispensable group of
Balinese priests has drawn less attention hitherto than the two groups,
padanda and pamangku,55 and for the future it seems advisable to
speak about sëngguhu-priests or rësi bhujangga when a ordained priest
of this genealogical group is meant, the gróup being that of the
sëngguhu.

According to Professor Gonda 56 the word bhujangga 'is one of the
most puzzling words of the Javanese vocabulary which during the last
hundred years has already occasioned more than one dozen comments
and papers'. Prior to writing his 'Sanskrit in Indonesia' Gonda had
devoted a paper to the meaning of this wórd,57 but a paper written
by his colleague Dr. F. D. K. Bosch58 while he himself was still
working on his magnum opus, resulted in his allocating two-thirds of
a section in it to the newest explanation of this specific word. As far
as the Old-Javanese bhujangga is concerned, he 'would conclude that
rather than 'scholar' the English word 'student' which can be applied
to any person who is devoted to learning, be he a graduate or not,
gives an idea of the meaning of the term under discussion.'

This careful and cautious conclusion in future perhaps may admit
of some deviation of it at such time as the numerous Old-Javanese
MSS in the Leiden collection have been thoroughly studied — most
of them have so far not yet been sufficiently investigated. Perhaps
the Old-Javanese Inscriptions may suggest some modification of the
meaning when their whole vocabulary has been card-indexed. The
materials in the recently collected library of palmleaf-MSS in Singa-
radja are a definite step forward in the understanding of the claims of
the bhujangga and their present-day position.59

5 4 •£.#. K. 1486 Kreta Bhujangga; but the history of the whole genealogical
group is in K. 139, Bancangah Sëngguhu.

5 6 Jane Belo, 'Bali : Temple Festival', Monographs of the American Ethno-
logical Society XXII , Augustin, New York, 19S3.

5 6 'Sanskrit in Indonesia', p. 371.
5 7 'Bhujanga' in BKI 89, 1932, pp. 253-260.
8 8 'Nogmaals Oud-Javaans bhujanga' in 'Bingkisan Budi' (a volume in honour

of Ph. S. van Ronkel), Leiden, 1950, pp. 42-49.
5 9 E.g. 27, Aji Janantaka; 139, Bancangah Sëngguhu; 166, Marisuddha bhumi

anapuh-napuh; 238, Babad Dukuh Suladri; 278, Babad Sëngguhu Asu-asa;
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Balinese friends 6 0 have been, and are still, very helpful in colïecting
/ material and providing explanations, and without their assistance it

/ would not have been possible to have drawn even the following
sketchy outline.

Members of the sëngguhu clan may send their sons to a brahmin
priest in order to study and to be ordained. I only met bhujanggas
who had a nabe in a griya Siwa, which in Bali seems to be about ten
times as well represented as that of the griya Bodha, but on this
matter I have not put definite questions to them. One of their writings
is called 'Rësi Wesnawa',61 but neither from this nor in conversations
did I succeed in finding much that is specially Wisnuite.62 After
ordination they are entitled to make the holy water to be used by
the 93 % non-triwangsa Balinese population.

They continue their study with a rësi bhujangga who teaches them
his exorcistic incantatjons known as Purwa Bhumi.e3 These begin
with the creation of the Gods, the Universe, the Earth, mankind, and
the animals. They go on to teil how and why evil befell mankind, and
in what way the bhujangga will be successful in driving away
(temporarily only) the hosts of kala and bhuta which are to be found
everywhere, day and night. First, offerings consisting of (among other
things, but above all) raw meat, steamed rice, and liquor are made;
then there is a recitation of a nista-, madhya- or uttama version of the
Purwa Bhumi, and then sounds are drawn i.a. from five different
instruments the common denominator of which is bajra. (Balinese
ritual offerings are a practically unexplored field of study — jungle
would be a more appropriate term).-

I can add a little more on bhujanggas to this paper: they are
expeoted to officiate by themselves only at nyëpi, when the bhujangga
exorcises the bhuta and kala — whom the whole population of Bali
is intent on avoiding at this time — for the duration of a Balinese

319, Aji Kunang-kunang; 506, Kalawasan Pëtak; 556, Astupungku Nawaratna;
946, Weda Sëngguhu; 1063, Babad Sëngguhu Asu-asa; 1110, id.; 1260,
Pakerti-Sasana; 1486, Kërta Bhujangga; 1545, Tjanting Kuning; 2405, Rësi
Waisnawa; 2406, Bhuwana-Purana; 2407, Batur Kalawasan (Pëtak); pro-
bably several others.

00 Notes 8 & 9.
M K. 2405.
63 The point needs (further) investigation.
63 Not in Leiden; Singaradja's Weda Sëngguhu (K. 946), parts of Astupungku

(K. 556) and the prose Canting Kuning (K. 545) are useful once the text of
the Purwa Bhumi has been obtained.
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year of 210 days.64 On other occasions he is assisted by the dalang,
the performer of the wayang kulit, the shadow pky in which perforated
and polychromed flat, hide puppets are used.65. He is then seated at a
higher level than his dalang assistant. When he is assisting an officiating
brahmin priest, he then sits at a lovver level than the padanda.

Finally I will add a description of an abhiseka or raja-suya at the
court of Gianyar more than half a century ago.66 There were 5 Siwa
priests officiating: one being at each of the four major compass points;
the purohita, as the leading Siwa priest, .was in the middle and was
accompanied by a Buddha priest. A sixth priest, a rësi bhujangga,
was seated lower than his six .colleagues because he was a non-
triwangsa. He sat S. E. of the centre, facing the East -r- as I saw
him always doing.

To the best of my knowledge the sëngguhu clan do not have their
own sanctuary at Bësakih. There is some rivalry between a group
centred in Tabanan and one in Gianyar; this last has a temple of
origin in extremely picturesque surroundings immediately outside this
capital. — This sketch of the rësi bhujangga/sëngguhu-priest will, for
the moment at least, give some idea of his function.

Reading through De Kat Angelino's 'Mudras auf Bali' once again,
I find that he uses the term Brahma-rësi for an ordained brahmin
priest.67 I have never heard the term used in Bali nor can I remember
ever having come across it in literature. The same applies to raja-rësi,
priests from the ksatriya and waisya castes. These terms, if they are
still in use, are further confirmation of the practice of giving the title
rësi to a priest ordained by a padanda.

The particulars I have given about weda and sisya, rësi and bhu-
jangga are rather brief — the subject is f ar from exhausted — but
they are only intended as a beginning. It was not my idea to pursue
etymological connections and semantic variations throughout the last
3,000 years, but only to sketch the Balinese meaning of these four
words in the XXth century. I hope that this paper may stimulate
historians of India and Greater India, and arouse their interest to
study Balinese culture further — a field for research that has been
insufficienitly explored. Q HOOYKAAS

04 Miguel Covarrubias, 'Island of Bali' o.c.; Index. — A. W. MacDonald, 'Note
sur la Claustration villageoise dans 1'Asie du Sud-Est', JA 1957, pp. 185-210.

85 Colin McPhee, 'The Balinese wajang koelit and its music', DJAWA 16, 1936,
pp. 1-50.

06 Dr. J. L. Swellengrebel, 'Vorstenwijding* o.c
« O.c. p. 20.
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